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We are entering an era of what we may call deep science, in which machine learning (ML) and in particular deep learning (DL) methods are used increasingly to automate many elements of research workflows.
Motivations from molecular sciences: Materials science and chemistry illustrate many relevant issues.
ML/DL methods are being used extensively [6], for example to extract knowledge from the scientific literature [15], process data from experiments [13], synthesize software to study specific problems [5], estimate
properties of unfamiliar compounds [16], select the next compounds and materials to study [11], and design
experiments and computations [14]. New approaches are being used to capture and organize large quantities
of heterogeneous data [4] and associated models [8].
New challenges for computational infrastructure: New methods such as those just reviewed present
major challenges for the computational technologies, methods, and infrastructure on which science has long
relied. The following are just a few of the issues. High-end computing is no longer restricted to a few niche
researchers and their esoteric applications, and big data processing is no longer the exclusive domain of
big data specialists. Scientists, engineers, and technicians need massive computing to train ML/DL models
and (in the aggregate) to serve such models. They need access to large quantities of training data, which
must be collected at many locations and integrated and organized for effective use. They require access
to specialized software for defining, training, applying, and interpreting models. The software lifecycle
changes also, as for example when the “applications” used by scientists are models created by automated
processes, deployed in various forms on different platforms (e.g., at edge devices in field experiments and
laboratories [2]), and updated dynamically in response to new data. These new scenarios pose challenges
for provenance and reproducibility.
The need for learning systems: Addressing these new demands will require significant evolution of scientific infrastructure at every level, from processors (e.g., new DL-optimized chips), computers, data systems,
systems software, libraries [10], and networks to the design of scientific facilities (e.g., to deliver data and
to support automated operations). In some cases (e.g., processor design), innovations will come primarily from industry; in others, science will need to innovate to address unique requirements. The end result
will likely be new learning systems that integrate large-scale computing, storage, and networks into research environments in ways designed to satisfy voracious new demands for both large-scale and timely
data and computation; deliver new methods to new communities via new services and APIs, for example
for on-demand inference; support the resulting new workloads, for example via the use of serverless computing [12]; distribute and connect data and computation in new ways; and track and explicate increasingly
complex computational results.
The vital role of cloud services. The value of cloud services as a convenient source of elastic computing
and storage is well known. Less appreciated, but equally important, is their ability to host powerful automation services that can manage the complex workflows that underpin modern data-driven science [9]. The
Globus service [7] illustrates the latter use: its cloud-hosted services are used by tens of thousands to manage
a wide range of processes relating to authentication and authorization, data transfer and synchronization, and
data publication, and are now being extended to manage data lifecycle issues such as data publication [1]
and processing of data from experimental facilities [3].
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